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EOD Leaders, 

First off, allow us to apologize for the length of time since the last Millington update.   There are alot of 
new faces here in the Mid-South representing the community and each of their updates provides some 
insight into how we are doing that here for you.  We look to continue the updates in the near future and as 
always, please reach out if you have any specific questions.  

MyNavyHR. Navy Personnel Command (NPC) completed its successful launch of a new and improved 
website MyNavyHR.navy.mil. The new website replaced NPC.Navy.mil, and provides a more user-friendly 
interface for the Fleet. The MyNavyHR enterprise pages is the one stop shop for anything from career 
and records management, board information and details, to NAVADMINs and My Navy Career Counselor 
(MNCC).  

Screening Opportunities 

NSWDG EOD Squadron. CNSWDG is seeking interested Enlisted and Officer (YG 15/16) to participate 
in CY22 command screenings FY23 Selection & Training. The specific dates will be promulgated to 
command triads once they are identified. The primary POCs to answer any questions are EODCM Chris 
Eichas (Christopher.eichas.mil@socom.mil) and LCDR Chris Shepherd (c.shepherd.mil@socom.mil). 
Command TRIADs are invited to observe events during the screening week, and if interested please 
reach out to either CMDCM Ward (david.ward.mil@socom.mil) or LCDR Matt Byington 
(matthew.d.byington.mil@socom.mil) to coordinate. 

GENERAL UPDATE 



Fort Bragg Special Mission Unit. The Fort Bragg SMU is aggressively seeking applications for 4th tour 
Navy Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Officers in the ranks of LT to LCDR whom are trust worthy, 
adaptive, and committed. If you are interested in screening for the SMU or would like more information, 
please contact LT Jeff Heckelman: 

LT Jeff Heckelman 
Jeffrey.s.heckelman.mil@mail.mil 

Additionally, if you are interested in screening for the SMU in any capacity, please contact the 
recruiter at: usarmy.bragg.usasoc.mbx.sof2-recruiter@mail.mil

Detailing Notes 

Orders Release posture. As of 1 October 21, the orders window is all detaching order in January 22 
should be released.  All retirement and resignation orders are at a minimum released 6 months prior to 
separation or retirement date (9 months if OCONUS). 

Orders with TEMADU (TDI/ACC341 status). Orders with I-Stops for schools (Temporary Duty Under 
Instruction) are difficult to release do to the Operations & Maintenance (OMN) funds associated with 
them.  The current posture for orders with an “I-stop for school less than 140 days” are being released on 
a month for month basis.  Due to this, we will continue to see many schools remain virtual, as the Navy is 
expecting a 15% cut in TDI funds.  If you have any questions, please contact PERS-416.  

OPINS Issue. Over the summer (and continuing), the Officer Personnel Information System has been 
transitioning to NSIPS.  This has caused major issues with the data in officer’s orders/records.  We 
continue to do data pulls every week to fix PRD issues, but we have also found that officer Additional 
Qualification Designators (AQDs) are dropping out as well.  Please ensure when you are looking at your 
record, especially if you are eligible for a board, to verify that your record is reflecting accurately. 

Retirements and Separations. We have received queries regarding where in the routing chain is a 
retirement or separation.  Below is a breakdown of the “chop chain” here at NPC, once it leaves your 
command: 

- PERS-45 education desk: This is where they verify you do not have an OBLISERVE for an
education opportunity or GI bill transfer

- Detailer (PERS-416): Verify not under MSR or bonus, and also attempt to ID a backfill
- Placement: This will depend on where you are assigned, as it is not always an EOD command
- Division Director: PERS-41 will often delegate this to PERS-416
- PERS-45 quality assurance: Verification of the above and orders cut

Timeline for separations and retirements.  Most retirement and resignation requests are made for the 
month of the officer’s PRD, and while we aim to align a relief there by that time, this not always possible. 
This is also exacerbated by the request for lengthy terminal leave and Skillbridge requests. The approval 
of Skillbridge resides with the command and the reporting senior is accepting a possible gap. If you are 
requesting additional time before your PRD for the above, please give us a call to discuss, as many times 
it comes at the cost of the losing command. 

PERS policy is to issue 36-month orders for shore duty; however, the prescribed shore tour length for 
EOD Officers is 24 months. All officers, with few exceptions, should plan to PCS at the 24-month mark. 
(MPM 1301-110). 



Junior Officer Detailing 

Second Tour: Priority is to have you move geographic locations between the first and second tour. At a 
minimum, the tours will not be completed at the same Ech-V command.  Preference, inputs from your 
Chain of Command, and personal circumstances such as dependents, EFMs, dual military co-location 
requirements, etc. are taken into consideration. The most significant factor driving the orders 
availability/negotiation process is timing. If your timing does not support a specific billet, it will not be 
advertised. The goal is for you to complete your second tour by 6 Years of Commissioned Service (YCS), 
but no later than 8 YCS.   

Third Tour: Because the diversity of your “formative” tour is so great, a placement is below in order to 
show all of the available billets. Both the Junior Officer and Head Detailer work together with you to get 
you into the right billet based upon your timing, career success, desires and personal considerations.  





BOARDS AND SELECTION 

FY 21 LDO Selects  FY 22 LDO Selects 
Please congratulate the following EOD Please congratulate the following EOD 
Technicians on their selection for LDO:  Technicians on their selection for LDO: 

ENS Howard Chunn (MU11) EODC Brett Kelly (TEU2) 
ENS Charles Drumm (MU2) EOD1 Josh Vasenda (Det MidPac) 
ENS Evan Dean (MU8)  EODC Troy Padmore (MU2) 
ENS Sheldon Pacleb (MU1) EODC Sam Pitts (MU5) 

FY 22 OCS Selects FY 22 Lat Transfer Selects
Please congratulate the following  Please congratulate the following for 
on their selection for OCS: selection as a Lat Transfer: 

Mr. Garry Cauthen (NTAG Montgomery, AL) LTJG Jacob Witt (USS MAKIN ISLAND) 
ND1 Christopher Corley (TEUTWO) LTJG Christopher Ladd (USS SOMERSET) 
EOD1 Christopher Greene (TEUONE)  
LTJG Christopher Ladd (USS SOMERSET) 

FY 21 Accessions 
Please congratulate the following future 1190’s on their accession into the EOD Officer Community: 

USNA NROTC 
MIDN Josephine Korenak MIDN Jose Van Lier Ribbink (Miami University-Ohio) 
MIDN Christian Daniel MIDN Jovaana Thiele (University of San Diego) 
MIDN Jack Kinnear MIDN John Fonseca (GW University) 
MIDN Tyler Parsons MIDN Dillon Roske (Texas A&M) 
MIDN Luke Moffett MIDN Luke Vaughters (Penn State) 
MIDN Kira Willard MIDN Anna Armfield (Virginia Military Institute) 
MIDN Ian Bramblett    MIDN Kyle Bryant (University of Virginia) 
MIDN Ethan Dupre MIDN Eva Hubbard (Boston University) 
MIDN Lucas Johnson MIDN Brian Schrandt (Oregon State University) 
MIDN Daniel Butchko MIDN Mason Mihm (University of South Florida) 
MIDN Blake Bizousky MIDN Zachary Lee (Virginia Polytechnic University) 
MIDN Justin Newell MIDN Nathaniel Wang (University of Colorado) 
MIDN Margaret Peacher  MIDN Winston Shen (US Merchant Marine Academy) 
MIDN Nickolas West  
MIDN Philip Ross 
MIDN Jared Arlett 

OCS STA-21 
EOD1 Nicholas Fontenot (TEU2) MIDN Nikolaus Wendling (Columbia) 
EOD1 Jessica Bobango (MU3) 
Mr Stephen Macleod 
Mr Max Potter 



Upcoming Board Schedule  
FY-23 BOARDS CONVENE DATE 
Surface Major Command #85 01 Nov 21 
EOD CO/XO/DH #726 15 Dec 21 
EOD CO/XO/CMC Slating Panel TBD Mid-Jan 22 
FSEP Selection Panel TBD Mid-Jan 22 
Active O6 Line #160/161 12 Jan 22 
Active O5 Line #230/231 15 Feb 22 
Active E9/E8 #210/235(combined) 28 Mar 22 
Active O4 Line #275/276 9 May 22 
Active E7 #360 5 Jul 22 
STA 21 13 Sep 22 

The FY23 board season is rapidly approaching.  The PERS-416 office has started reaching out to those 
Major Command, Commanding Officer, Executive Officer and Department Head eligible candidates.  
Below is some amplifying information regarding policy changes to the upcoming board season.  

FY 22 O-6 Selects FY 22 O-5 Selects 
Please congratulate the following  Please congratulate the following      
officers on their selection to O-6:          officers on their selection to O-6: 

CDR David K. Blauser (WARCOL) LCDR Bruce Batteson (MDSU2) 
CDR John Joseph Haase (PMS 408)  LCDR Devin Snider (WARCOL) 
CDR John Philip Puglia (WARCOL) LCDR John Kennedy (GRU2) 
CDR Clint Allan Cornell (EXWDC) LCDR Scott Pennoyer (SOCOM SPT Quantico) 
CDR Wade B Hilderbrand (NSWDG) LCDR Josh Meyers (MDSU1) 
CDR Brian A Cummings (EXWDC) LCDR Brad Penley (WARCOM) 

LCDR John Maurus (EXU1) 
FY 22 O-4 Selects LCDR Andrew Giacomucci (NEDU) 

LCDR David Carter (SMWDC)
LT Robert S. Boyles III (DTRA NM) LCDR John Damon (OCM) 
LT Michael K. Collier (ESG2 LCDR Daniel Davis (MU6) 
LT Vincent S. Demakas (CTF52) LCDR Stanley Allen (MU2) 
LT Benjamin A. Fernandez (MDSU2)   LCDR Angel Olivera (SMWDC) 
LT Thomas J. Fick (EODTACDEVRON)   
LT David L. Haney (CCSG10) 
LT Jehu S. Humphries (EODMU6) 
LT Simon J. Irish (NAVCENT) 
LT Matthew R. Jibilian (Det Mayport) 
LT Colton A. Kawamura (AFRICOM) 
LT Scott J. Kendrick (EODMU8) 
LT Allan J. Lucas (CTF56) 
LT Scott D. Maxfield (FSEP Georgetown) 
LT Samuel W. Miller (Det NW) 
LT Michael A. Petroziello (C6F) 
LT Jacob A. Phillips (NECC) 
LT William A. Quadrino (C7F) 
LT David A. Raba (EODMU6) 
LT Lawrence E. Salazar Jr (EODMU3) 
LT Gary S. Simpson (TEU2) 
LT Eric R. Thompson (COTF) 
LT Alex D. Wytaske (MDSU2) 
LT David M. Yonkings (CCSG3) 

BOARD INFORMATION 



FY-23 EOD CO/XO/DH Board. The FY-23 EOD CO/XO/DH board will convene on 15 December 2021.  
Det Millington is reviewing the records of all officers eligible for the EOD CO/XO/DH board and will begin 
sending individual emails to the officers. However, every officer is responsible for ensuring his or her 
record is complete.  ALL LETTERS TO THE BOARD AND/OR BOARD CORRESPONDENCE MUST 
BE SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY VIA ESSBD (Electronic Submission of Selection Board 
Documents) which can be accessed on MyNavyPortal.  We ask that you provide us a copy SEPCOR of 
board correspondence to provide to the board for maximum promulgation. While an Official Officer Photo 
is not shown during the Board, a current in-rank photo is required to be in your record. For any career 
management questions, a “Record Management Brief” can be found at: 
https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/Career-Management/Detailing/Officer/EOD/EOD-Officer-Boards/.  

EOD CO/XO Board Policy Changes.  Earlier this year, PERS-416 conducted a review of EOD CO/XO 
board policy aimed at improving career flexibility of EOD Officers. The review resulted in two policy 
changes. Both changes will go into effect at the FY23 board this December: 

1. Change to EOD CO Board Eligibility: Officers must now COMPLETE their XO tour to be
considered for EOD CO. Those officers still in their XO tour who would otherwise be eligible for
the CO board will be automatically deferred and still receive 3 screening “looks” after XO tour
completion. Officers eligible for the FY23 CO Board who already received a “look” during their XO
tour will be grandfathered into this policy through a special additional “look.”

2. Change to EOD XO Board Policy: Officers who would have less than nine years of commissioned
service on the date of their first “look” for XO will have the opportunity to request a deferment to
the next FY’s board. The final decision authority for deferment is COMNECC. PERS-416 will
contact officers affected by this policy to discuss.

EOD FSEP Selection.  The COMNECCINST 1500.78 (FSEP) is currently in rewrite to support maximum 
flexibility in the selection and slating of officers into this program.  The policy changes that will be reflected 
include the expansion of eligibility to LCDRs, the option of creating an FSEP “bank” that allows for flexible 
career management, and the forum in which the candidates will be selected. The selection for the FY22 
FSEP academic year will be conducted in line with the EOD CO/XO/CMC slating panel in January.  
PERS-416 requests all candidates submit their application by 10 November 2021 to allow for time to 
process and prepare for the slating panel.  Future years will see the FSEP panel move to the summer 
before the academic year to allow additional time for candidates to apply for the school of their choice.   

NPC Selection Videos.  Navy Personnel Command created videos detailing the selection board process 
for both Officers and Enlisted. The links are below: 

BOARD LIFE: Officer Boards on DVIDS https://www.dvidshub.net/video/815484/board-life-officer-boards 

BOARD LIFE: Enlisted Pt. 1 DVIDS https://www.dvidshub.net/video/815660/board-life-enlisted-boards-pt 

BOARD LIFE: Enlisted Pt. II DVIDS https://www.dvidshub.net/video/815668/board-life-enlisted-boards-pt-
ii 



Graduate Education 

FY 22 Quotas: 

Senior War College 
1x Naval War College (Newport, RI) 
1x Army War College (Carlisle, PA) 

 1x NDU/Eisenhower (Washington D.C.) 
2x NDU/National War College (Washington D.C.) 

Junior War College 
4x Naval Post Graduate School (Monterey, CA)* 
2x Naval War College (Newport, RI) 
1x USMC Junior War College (Quantico, VA) 
1x Army Junior War College (Leavenworth, KS) 
Fleet Scholar Education Program (FSEP)  
Olmsted Scholarship Program 
Low-Resident Graduate Education Program (LGEP) 
Graduate Education Voucher (GEV) 

*The EOD Community is allotted specific degree programs at NPS. These degree programs shift from
year to year but typically include SOLIC, Financial Management, Operations Research and Undersea
Warfare.

If you are interested in any graduate school opportunities, please reach out to the Detailer to begin the 
conversation. Please keep in mind that throughout your career there are better times than others to 
attend grad school. If you have any questions on how graduate education will fit into career please call 
the Detailer’s office.  

Along with update to the FSEP selection, the endstate is to have a holistic education slating effort to 
ensure flexibility in career timing while aligning the right officers to the right education opportunities. 

Billets 

Acquisitions. EOD Acquisition Corps (EOD ACs) lead the design, development, and procurement of 
EOD Systems.  EOD ACs bring a unique operational view to the acquisition process working with OPNAV 
Sponsors, ONR, NSWC IHEODTD, other services, and the fleet to execute the EOD solutions.   

EOD AC is a specialty and not an alternate career path.  EOD AC is an integral part of the EOD 
Communities success and it is important to gain expertise early and throughout your career.  If interested 
in the EOD AC, pursuing acquisitions qualifications, or filling AC coded billets, please contact the Detailer 
for opportunities that may align with your own career and upcoming milestones.   

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 



USNA Company Officer. This billet is typically filled every other year to lead, develop and recruit future 
EOD Officers from the United States Naval Academy. If interested, contact the Detailer for upcoming 
opportunities which is scheduled to be a May 2023 report date.  

**Please continue to update NFAAS with your current contact 
information, especially if you have transferred into/out of a command 

that requires a non-NMCI email address. We conduct a monthly 
NFAAS pull to ensure the most up-to-date community contact list and 

the widest dissemination of the EOD Det Millington Bulletin.** 



BUPERS 311E- EOD OFFICER COMMUNITY MANAGER 



EOD Officer and LDO Community Health 
As of August, the EOD Warfare Officer community accounts for 493x URL Officers in inventory and another 
13x FTS Officers, 65x LDOs and 2x CWOs.  From FY20 to FY21, we have seen a 1% increase in OPA. 
Currently the community is 9% overmanned when measured against discrete 1140/1190 FY19 OPA 
although the number of non-1140 billets we fill (e.g., Grad School, Fellowships, instructor billets, various 
Staff billets, etc.) continues to employ our Officers at to the maximum extent. The majority of these non-
discrete billets are filled at control grade (O4 & O5 level) which is 91% manned. 

EOD Officer Retention Bonus (ORB) (Reference: NAVADMIN 232/20) 

In May of 2020, the current EOD ORB took effect with the same authorities and parameters of the previous 
ORB.  The ORB was structured to fund 22 Department Head (DH) and 16 LCDR contracts per Year Group 
(YG). The community missed goal with YG13 (17 DH contracts) and YG12 (12 DH contracts).  Currently 
YG14 has submitted 14 DH contracts. There is still time, but I assess we will still fall ~35% under our DH 
goal.  I am currently drafting my ORB execution report for OPNAV and it will include recommendations for 
improvements.  This is the very beginning of updating the message and seeing results will take time.  The 
last three years of DH contracts confirms an updated ORB should be pursued at the next available 
opportunity, in May 2023.  Increasing the amount of the current ORB will be difficult in the current fiscal 
environment, but that is the goal.   

The focus for FY22 is YG15 and YG10 for LT and LCDR ORB, respectively. Send in your command 
endorsements and contracts now.  As of 01OCT21, YG14 has 8 bonuses still available. Their window of 
eligibility closes on their 8 YCS anniversary.  YG09 has reached the goal of 16 contracts.  Do not hesitate 
to call if you have questions about eligibility.       

1140 ORB summary: 
4-year LT Bonus (must be qualified DH/KG0) – (YCS7-YCS8) $80k
3-year LT Bonus (must be qualified DH/KG0) – (YCS8-YCS9) $45k
3-year LCDR Bonus – (YCS12-YCS13) $46k

Last, a few officers have been surprised to see their bonus payments directed to their TSP account.  I am 
still waiting on a clear answer from DFAS, but if your TSP deductions include Special or Bonus pay there 
is a chance your annual bonus payment will go to TSP instead of your bank account.   

Accessions 

Direct Accessions: The EOD Officer Selection Board convened last month to interview 69 highly 
qualified and motivated OCS, NROTC, USNA, and lateral transfer candidates to select 32 future 1190 
YG22 officers and two YG19 lateral transfers. The Accession process as a whole reviewed over 100 
applicants. Additionally, there was a 36% increase NROTC EOD Summer Training and Assessment 
(ESTA) participants from the previous year. Officer recruiting and accessions is a community wide grass 
roots effort and it is working well.  I would like to thank all of those that contributed with recruiting briefs, 
the virtual town hall, and ESTA. However, the individuals below deserve to be called out:  

West Coast NROTC ESTA Support:  
LT Patrick Monday (NROTC ESTA Lead)    
EODCS Epifanio Silva (NROTC ESTA SEA) 
LT Barry Despot (EODTEU1) 
LT Nick Wyatt (EODMU1) 

East Coast USNA ESTA Support:  
LT Breandan Murtha (USNA ESTA Lead) 
EODCS Shawn Simmons (USNA ESTA SEA) 
EODCS Joe Maloney (EODMU12) 
EOD1 Jake Davis (EODMU12) 
EOD1 Nick Torres (EODMU12) 



Lateral Transfer: For the first time, this year’s annual EOD Officer Selection Board included Lateral 
Transfer Board.  This small but significant change follows a two-year effort to pull EOD Officer Lateral 
Transfer Board from the larger BUPERS-3 process.  The end state is to provide the community more 
influence over selection and to provide a more predictable flow of lateral transfers.  It is a community wide 
effort to recruit and assess these candidates so it is important for everyone understands:   

1) Our lateral transfer quota is set by 1190 pipeline attrition.
2) POCR applicants also offset pipeline attrition. I am no longer taking POCRs to preserve the

quota for lateral transfer.
3) Lateral transfer candidates must be warfare qualified and releasable from their community to

begin the EOD Officer Pipeline with less than 3 years commissioned service.
4) Next EOD Officer Lateral Transfer board will be September 2022 and targeting YG20. Quota

will be final by July 2022.
5) Information about the application process is located on the OCM webpage.

Promotion Planning 

As always, I want everyone to be aware of the EOD Career Progression, Community Values and Merit 
Reorder considerations (below).  The annual promotion slide review takes place in August prior to 
promotion planning in October.  Similar to years past, promotion zones will be published 30 days prior to 
the Active O6 Line board, which is traditionally held in January. 

Acquisition “Back to Basics” 

I have received an increase in RFIs about changes to the process to gain acquisition credit.  In summary, 
FY20 NDAA eliminated the Defense Acquisition Corps and established Acquisition Professional 
Membership.  The policy for this transition is still pending release of Office of the Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition & Sustainment’s (OSD A&S) Back to Basics Acquisition Workforce Framework. However, 
ASN RD&A has directed a 31 January 2022 deadline for approving acquisition credit under the previous 
DON DAWAI model.  If you are currently complete with your education requirements and within a year of 
earning your Acquisition level II (AA2) please contact the EOD OCM for more information. Additionally, if 
you are interesting in an Acquisition Professional Membership it is important to find a community sponsor 
and I can connect you with a qualified officer.  







Let me begin by letting you all know what an 
honor it is to be your Enlisted Detailer and how 
thankful I am to be given this opportunity. As your 
advocate, I will do my best to help you continue 
the enjoyment of doing the best job in the Navy. 

If you read the last bulletin, you’ll notice some 
continuation of priorities put out by Master Chief 
Stansberry. Not much has changed and the 
demands are still high for all our hard to fill billets. 

My contact info is: 
Benjamin.e.smith3@navy.mil 

Hours – M – F 0700 to 1600 Central Time 

MU5 is still the priority for Sea Duty.  I do not 
plan to nor do I want to force detail anyone at any 
time however there may come a time when not 
enough sailors are volunteering for our hard to fill 
billets and there is no other choice. We continue 
to have an inventory issue at EODMU5. Do 
yourselves a favor and at the same time, help the 
community out. Be adventurous, get out of your 
comfort zone. Both you and the EOD community 
benefit from it!   

Sea/Shore Rotations.  Force alignment and 
OFRP schedules have caused proper sea/shore 
rotations to be skewed. If you finish up a 
deployment and don’t have enough time to 
complete another OFRP, look to move on. If you 
feel you need one more and need an extension, 
take a close look at your sea time and where it 
puts you. Standby to send me a 1306 and a solid 
reason as to why you need to stay on sea duty 
over 5 years.  

Unplanned Order Modifications.  ORDMODS 
are very time consuming for commands, Sailors 
and the detailer. Plan, plan, plan! Get all your 
questions answered before hitting the send 
button. I will do all I can to facilitate a PCS when 
it’s best for you and your families but be prepared 
for when that isn’t feasible.    

Detailing window UPDATE.  At your 12 month 
mark, feel free to call or email me to discuss your 
options. You can wait if you feel it necessary but 
if you fall in to the 5-6 month mark or less and 
have not negotiated with me, standby to have 
orders written for you without input. It is your 
responsibility to manage your career.  

Look at the LADR.  Don’t wait until you’re an E6 
Master Badge before looking at your career and 
what you need to do from there. Start early and 

map it out. Diversify your portfolio with OCONUS 
tours, off the beaten path shore tours, or compare 
both coasts to see which is best. Know your 
milestones and achieve them but don’t rush to 
failure.    

Prioritization.  I will continue taking your TOP 3 
as a starting point for negotiation. However, be 
prepared to discuss billets that are outside your 
preferred geographical area.  

Shore duty is still a priority. Going back to 
sea/shore rotations, if you’re up for shore duty, 
you need to “call the detailer”! Keep in mind that 
the training units need support and staying in CA 
or VA might mean a tour at TEU1 or 2. Also, 
availability of a Shore DET that works best for you 
might not be possible due to limited numbers and 
timing. Once again, be prepared to discuss billets 
that are outside your preferred geographical area. 

Lastly, please feel free to reach out to me to 
discuss your way forward even if you’re not in 
your window to negotiate orders. Together we 
can look at what will be available on your timeline 
and what you can expect. I cannot give you a 
guarantee or a promise that you’ll end up where 
you’d most like to go but I will do my best to get 
you as close to but not touching.  

Thank you all again!  

Where I need you 

Sea Duty: 
- OCONUS (priority) MU5

Shore Duty: 
M04A (EODC/EODCS): 
TEU2 and TEU1 – Priority 
DET Newport 

ALL: 
NAVSCOLEOD 
DET: Crane / Dahlgren 

PERS 401DF – EOD ENLISTED DETAILER 



CHANGE IS ON THE HORIZON! 

It is with great pleasure, to introduce you all to your 
new SPECWAR Placement Coordinator, EODCS Carl 
Schneider.  He is in the global as 
carl.schneider@navy.mil  and checked into Millington 
in May. 

What does that mean for all of you?  Not much really.  
Give him a few weeks to figure out his new operating 
environment, and the sea of cubicles he will have to 
acclimatize to, and he will be up and running. 

**PLEASE CC HIM ON ALL EMAILS YOU SEND TO 
US FROM NOW ON**   

PS1 Hammonds will be your continuity, and I am 
confident that there will be zero drop in commitment 
to “getting it right!” 

QUICK HITTER NOTES: 

- CMDCM’s, review your command alignment and get
us alignment requests to clean up your manning.
Sailors promote and gain NEC’s.  Let’s get them in
the right billets so we can fill the holes!

- EOD alignments will not be made to match your
OPS board, they are based on paygrade and/or NEC,
and that is all we care about.  Several of you are
doing much better these days moving your EOD guys
around to free up billets for Chuck, so keep up the
good work.

- Any waiver of a required NEC MUST go through
NECC for approval.  Eric Frampton
eric.a.frampton@navy.mil in N7 is your guy for these.
Please do not call detailers and ask them to
ORDMOD incoming sailors to remove required
training to gain them early.

- Work with your sailors and the detailer for your
platoon builds and request PRD adjustments prior to
the sailors’ 12 month mark whenever possible.  It
becomes increasingly more difficult to adjust PRDs
once billets start receiving replacement sailors.

I STILL NEED (AKA things we need to be doing 
better)…. 

- Every command to verify every set of PCS orders
immediately upon receipt in message traffic.  We
need to identify NLT dates and en-route training
to make sure you are getting properly trained
Sailors on time.  It is not a big deal to fix PCS
orders if we catch discrepancies early.  It is a big
deal a week from the school date or members
transfer date.

- Get into MNA every cycle and rack and stack all
of your applicants for every advertised billet you
have every cycle.

- Notify Placement as soon as practical whenever
anyone experiences an unexpected loss to an
onboard asset or TG/PG.  The sooner the better!

 
 

THIS IS MY CLEAN UP SHOT: 

I saved just enough white space to tell you all that this 
has been a very challenging, and equally rewarding 
tour.  I have learned a tremendous amount (and also 
realized how much I do not know!).  I look forward to 
putting NPC in the rear view and getting back to the 
community grind!   

The family is ready to relocate to Va Beach and glad 
to be making our track back to the east coast. 

Thanks for everything; this has been a great ride! 

Respectfully, 

EODCM (EWS) Brent Lambert 
EOD/SEAL/DIVER/SWCC 
Placement Coordinator & Rating Specialist 
David.lambert1@navy.mil

PS1 Deondre Hammonds  
Assistant EOD/SEAL/DIVER/SWCC 
Placement Coordinator & Rating Specialist 

 deondre.hammonds@navy.mil
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Opening remarks: 

Greetings from Millington. Since checking on board we have made some changes to our internal organizational structure. 
Mr Barry Tremble has come on board as the assistant Enlisted and Officer community manager.  Please let your admin 
departments know to start carbon copying Mr Tremble on all day to day communications that involve regular community 
management issues with either the ECM or OCM shops. He can be reached at: 

Mr. Barry Tremble 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Warfare 
Asst. Enlisted/Officer Community Manager (BUPERS-311E) 
Barry.l.tremble.civ@us.navy.mil 

We also have LT Zachary Krueger, who will be checking in at the end of this month. He will be establishing the Deputy NSO 
community manager position. He is coming to us from MDSU2 and we look forward to his arrival. 

If you notice our banner at the top of the page, we have realigned within BUPERS under the 329 office code as Naval 
Special Operations (NSO). This reorganization changed the EOD code from BUPERS-324E to BUPERS-329F. You will see 
this change slowly make its way through the system as the Military Personnel Manuals (MPM) are updated. 

Enlisted EOD Production: 

As for many things in FY20 and FY21, COVID-19 did create some challenges for CNRC and NETC in meeting our recruiting 
goal.  Although the recruiting efforts fell just short of our goal in FY20. CNRC made EOD their number one recruiting priority 
in FY21, our recruiting efforts rebounded and were able to reach our goal of shipping 275 street accessions candidates to 
Great Lakes. 

On average it is taking a candidate 24 months to complete the EOD pipeline. This means we have to wait until FY23 to see 
if we meet our production goal of 92. For the last couple of years our production goal has been set at our peak enlisted 
programmed authorizations (EPA) which is 92. This is the number of techs needed to maintain our current Force Structure. 

If we miss our production goal in a particular year, the only means to correct the deficiency is through fleet conversions. In 
FY21 I approved 55 candidates to fill our shortfalls in year groups 2014-2019. 

Advancement: 

Once again, COVID-19 related impacts delayed the FY21 boards.  The shortened time between the FY21 and FY22 boards 
precluded the Career paths to be updated. Therefore, the FY20 Career path was reused for the FY21 and FY22 board 
cycles. Congratulations to all those who were promoted this year. Now that the FY22 boards have concluded you should 
see the FY23 Career path published shortly and it can be found on MyNavyHR website under Community managers page 
at: https://mynavyhr.navy.afpims.mil/Career-Management/Community-Management/Enlisted/Special-Operations/EOD/. 

Note: Even though it does not state in the FY20 Career path, it was required that an E6 have the NEC M04A to be eligible 
for E7. This is per the NEC manual. 

EOD still exceeds all Navy in advancement opportunities and time in grade. One of the major deficiencies in our current 
manning structure is at the E7 paygrade. First classes, we need you to get your M04A on time so we can promote the fully 
and best qualified to lead our teams downrange. Advancement to Chief has been 100% for the past few cycles, however 
this coincided with current world mission. I don’t foresee it staying at 100% so completing all necessary qualifications is a 
must.  
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Reenlistment and Retention Programs: 

Currently there is no active Critical Skills Retention Bonus (CSRB). The last program NAVADMIN 199/17 expired June 5th 
2020.  A new Retention Bonus (RB) program is with the Assistants SECNAV for approval before final approval with Office 
of SECDEF.  As soon as it gets approved I will send an announcement NAVADMIN. 

There were no changes to the EOD Selective reenlistment Bonuses (SRB) award levels on the latest update on 09Aug21. 
Current levels are: 

Remember, the SRB program is a force shaping tool justified by the community manpower need but dependent on available 
funding. SRB award levels can change at any time. Do not wait until last minute to get your NEC, and schedule your boards 
at least 2 weeks prior to your reenlistment to allow the system to update with your new NEC. 

Qualifications: 

The new EOD Navy Enlisted Occupational Standards (NEOCS) was published in January 2021.  The change added 9 new 
functional areas and ~120 new or updated tasks associated with the EOD Job related skillsets. 

You can find the NEOCS on the new MyNavyHR page at: https://mynavyhr.navy.afpims.mil/References/NEOCS-Manual/ 

Master EOD Technician qualification is an area of concern. Currently, our M04A inventory is just above 80%. Frist classes 
as mentioned earlier, our advancement opportunities are great if you get your M04A NEC on time. In FY21 we produced 
64 new Master EOD technicians, historically this would be a good number for the year. However, we also removed the 
M04A NEC from (6) personnel who could not maintain the standard in FY21.  

NEC Current  Manning

Basic  Tech. (M02A) 110%

Senior Tech. (M03A)   107%

Master Tech.  (M04A) 81%

Inventory: 

The EOD Force Structure (FS) manning is 92.8% across all enlisted paygrades at Sea and Shore. In the EOD Summary 
sheet below you will find this in the upper right chart. Force structure is another way of saying distributable inventory. 
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If you look at the upper left quad of the summary sheet, you will see the Length of Service (LOS) chart. This list all EOD 
enlisted personnel by their current paygrade and the year they entered the service. The Red line that outlines the shaded 
area behind the bar graph represents the FY22 EPA. If the bar in a particular year group is below the red line, we are 
undermanned in that year group. The yellow bar in FY20 are fleet returnee students, as we have not produced any techs 
from that year group yet due to the length of the pipeline. 

The EOD Summary Chart below is updated monthly and can be found on the community managers page at: 
https://mynavyhr.navy.afpims.mil/Career-Management/Community-Management/Enlisted/Special-Operations/EOD/  

If you have any suggestions for future discussion topics, areas of interest you would like to see in the Millington times, 
send me an email. 

Stay Safe. 

Very Respectfully, 
EODCM (EWS/FPJ) Tim Mendenhall 
timmy.mendenhall@navy.mil 
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What’s happening: 

Roughly 50 out of 95 EOD/ND candidates that 
graduated Boot Camp, did not make it pass the 
first three weeks of the Pipeline. There were 29 
DORs and 15 PST failures combined between 
the two NSO programs. To decrease those 
number, we need candidates that have the “grit” 
to succeed when stressed and desire to train and 
prepare themselves for the rigor and challenges 
of our Assessment and Selection course. 

NSW/NSO recruiting will be changing the next 
few months. There will no longer be 800 divisions 
or to help mentor candidates. We need more 
EOD/NDs that will mentor these young 
candidates, help Recruiters find the right people 
and be social media savvy or willing to learn. 

Branding: 

My 1st goal here at Navy Recruiting Command 
(NRC) is to rebrand Navy EOD. We need to step 
away from the bomb suit for a little bit. We need 
America to associate Navy EOD with any 
explosive threat or incident at sea. In the past 6 
months, EOD has cleared Caches during VBSS, 
investigated Kamikaze Drones, and provided 
support to the USS Gerald Ford’s explosive 
shock trails. I want Americans watching the news 
automatically thinking about Navy EOD when 
events like these happen.   

Navy Divers have great brand recognition.  If 
anyone wants to be a military diver, the U.S. Navy 
is an automatic option.  I believe civilians do not 
recognize the other aspects of the Deep Sea 
Community, such as their role in the Undersea 
Rescue Command.   

Both communities can benefit showing how 
challenging, both physically and mentally our 
programs are.  Our “posters” are meant to attract 
people attentions.  We need videos, podcast, or 
other media 16-24 year olds follow, to show our 
expectations throughout the program.   

Marketing: 

Navy Recruiting Command (NRC) has a 
marketing department and has a contract with a 
marketing firm.  NRC is responsible for recruiting 
Officers and Enlisted for every job in the Navy. 
They are not immune to fiscal constraint the rest 
of the Navy is facing.   

 
 

It will be a challenge to request funding on 
advertisements when EOD/ND are meeting their 
recruiting numbers. I am still going to ask for 
every single resource they have, but I need your 
help. 

A good friend explained to me the 3Rs in the 
military, Resources, Requirements and 
Relationships. NRC controls the resources, 
advertisement budget, recruiters, etc. NRC is 
also meeting our requirement of 270 candidates 
per year. Relationships is the most important of 
the three Rs, it will help us shape resources and 
requirements. Recruiters are always seeking 
ways to engage the public with dive tanks, robots, 
etc. There have been a couple of Shore Dets that 
have helped their local recruiters and it helps me. 
I know you are busy, but one day of help can 
make a big difference.     

If you take nothing else away: 

Pictures or it didn’t happen. 

Very Respectfully, 

EODCM Xavier Gamez 
Xavier.gamez@navy.mil 
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